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Arruda to Help with RI Bay 
reprinted with permission fron-, 
The Providence Evening 
Bulletin 
For years, Joseph Aruda has 
talked about the potential that lies 
beneath the waters of Narragansett 
Bay. This year, however, he is going 
beyond .the talking stage. 
The 21 year old Bridgewater State 
senior hopes to prove that blue 
mussel population can increase 
significantly in the bay, given the 
right conditions. 
"I want to furthur develop this 
bay," said Arruda, who lives with his 
family at 39 Bradford street when 
not in school. "We haven,t really 
utilized the sea as it can be." 
By using ropes of various lengths-
none will touch bottom-Arruda says 
mussels will be free from the 
dangers of marine life such as 
starfish and crabs that feed along 
the ocean floor, 
"The death rate far exceeds the 
birth rate," he said, And by using 
ropes of different textures, such as 
nylon, polyurethane, and some 
coated with a black tar substance, 
Arruda hopes to learn what· 
kind mussels prefer. 
"After learning what they 
(mussels) likE:: to attach to, - land 
the type of habitat they need," 
Arruda says, he can then 
concentrate on providing them witI-; 
what they 'ike. 
It was from reading a talking with 
local fishermen that he learned of of 
places in the bay where 
mussel migrate, He then decided on 
the Mt. Hope Bay spot, whoch if;; . 
about 100 yards offshore. 
The Coastal Resources 
Management Council, to which 
Arruda applied for a permit to moor 
his raft, has asked for the results of 
his project. His results, he says will 
be- made available to anyone who 
would like them. 
_ Without the help of friends i.SI'ld 
without donations of materials he 
recieved from local merchants, 
Arruda said, the project would be 
"next to impossible," 
As for the sucess of the project, 
Arruda contends the important 
thing, is not whether it produces a 
large mussel farm,but the 
information he gathers. 
TlIlearn from my mistakes," he 
said. And, next semester, when he 
~plans on attending the University of 
Rhode Island for his master,s 
master's degree he' says he'll 
enlarge his researchh project. 
Saying that his work is mostly a 
research mission, Arruda said, "If 
the project fails to produce mussels. 
I'll look for other suitable locations 
and try other methods of_ 
cultivation. H 
BSC to Start Equestrian Club 
By:Ed Copp 
.. Ambitious efforts to form a 
college· equestrian team are 
currently being undertaken by two 
co-eds here-at the school, with the 
assistance of Dean David Deep. 
The two young ladies, Betsy Lane 
and Ann Pernice, have both ridden 
in competition. Betsy last competed 
about five years ago when she was in 
the 4-H program. Ann a transfer 
student from Worcestor State 
_College, rode on Worcestor's 
equestrian team. Ann said that 
Worcester is one of about 25 t 
colleges with membership in the 
Eastern Region Intercollegiate 
Horse Show Association. 
The schools compete against 
each other about ten times a year 
with .the quaJifyinf riders going into 
regional competition and then to 
nationals. 
Betsy said, "1 feel Bridgewater 
would benefit from such a program. 
It is fun, an excellent recreational 
activity and the Tider gets self 
satisfaction from a good ride." 
Ann explained that anyone who 
wants to join does not have to be an 
expert rider or even have ridden 
before. The association has 
competition classes for the unskilled 
as well as the skilled rideL 
Ann said that she. was not an 
expert rider when she started. "A 
person can start in the beginners 
classes and work their way up," 
Ann and Betsy both emphasized 
that you do have to own a horse to 
join. Horses are provided by the 
hosting stable and college. Both girls 
are working to get funding from the 
school so that the costo members of 
the team will be kept t6 a minimum. 
Dean Deep has been in contact 
with an area stable and the owner 
has expressed an interest in 
coaching the ~eam and making 
available his facilities, 
"This is a sport," said Ann, "in 
which both men and women can -
compete evenly, Doing well in the 
competition depends on the skill of 
the rider as well asthe horse.'" 
The team can be started with a 
minimum of five riders, and the time 
required for the riders depends on 
the individual. A person can put in 
as little or as much time as they can 
feel they can handle. If a person is 
not interested in competing, but is 
interested in ridIDg ,.only,. theY, Ci:\n. 
still ,join. The club, according to 
Ann, will be for an students and will 
include programs other than 
. cmnpetition such as lectures, 
lessons, -and mmJies on riding. The 
dub is in the planning stages and 
already has s~veral people 
Brewer Speaks 
[Regine Zwerger is the ISA 
istudent who has written all the 
'articles about the ISA students 
and other foreign visitors. She 
will return home to Germany in 
August. Regine has done a fine 
job--it has been a great pleasure 
to work with her and we wish her 
the best in all her endeavors.1 
William Brewer, who served as 
U.S.Ambassador to Lebanon, 
Sudan, and Mauritius, . spoke at 
sse to an audience of 
lapproximately thirty students on 
"International Relations" on 
Monday, May 1. The diplomat came 
from the University of Mass-
achusetts at Amherst, where he is 
carrying out a one-year assignment 
teaching a course in U.S., Foreign 
Relations Since 1900. 
Interested in Joining. 
If anyone is interested in joining or 
would like more information on the 
,:lub, leave your name, adress, and 
phone number for either Betsy or 
Ann at the Student Life. Office at 
Boyden Hall. 
at BSC 
The diplomat then" commented 
on the difficulty for the U.S. citizen 
at home to get correct and sufficient 
j'nformation on what is going on 
abroad. "People in Afghanistan, for 
example," he get, "get much more 
comprehensive news because 
instead of listening to Walter 
Cronkite, they try to get diff,-atent 
points of view by listening to radio 
stations from all over the world." 
s. U. to Change I.D.s 
Before he started ahswering 
qUestions from the students, Mr. 
Brewer outlined the structure of a 
U;S. embas.sy abroad. Each U.S_ 
Embassy in the 165 countries with 
which the U.S.-maintains diplomatic 
. relations includes political, 
economic, commercial, consul, and 
administrative sections; Depending 
on whether a nation is 'in a 
.de~eloping stage and/or an ally, 
'there can be an aid institution and a 
military attache as well. 
Asked about the security 
problem for ambassadors abroad, 
Mr. Brewer said that if somebody 
really wanted to shoot' a diplomat, 
not the best security system in the 
world could prevent him from doing 
so, But in general, Mr. Brewer 
considers working for the foreign 
service being' not . any more 
dangerous than any other job you 
Beginnlng next semester, a new 
type of student l.O.. will be issued to 
all incoming freshman,·' transfer 
students and new continuing 
education students. The present 
type of 1.D. will remain in use for all 
other students until they graduate, 
The new system for l. D. ',s has 
. been initiated in order to alleviate 
many. headaches for both student 
a.nd administration. In recent years 
the pictures for the 1.0: s were taken cont.'p.3 
here, then sent to New York to be . .JIIII--------------------....... --..... '-
developed. Unfortunatley, many of 
the pictures were placed next tothe 
wrong persons name, or ~lse were 
lost on the way to New York. 
Under the new procedure, 
students will go to the 1.0. room on 
the third floor of the Student Union. 
Their pictures will be taken and the 
1.D.'s will be processed while they 
wait. The students can then be sure 
that there are no mistakes on their 
I.D:s, 
The procedure for validation of 
both "old" andllnew" 1.0.'s has also 
been changed. The method 'of 
stamping the 1.D. with the proper 
This Week 
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"A free press is n~t c:i privilege but anorgcmic necessity in a 
great society." 
Lippmann I 
semester will be replaced by placing \ .... ..;;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!II;.. __________ ----"" 
a sticker on theI.D. "'I 
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IEditorialsl 
Jaycees at BSC 
People in all walks of life seem to have an inborn distrust for tightly 
organized groups that employ high pressure salesmen. They also 
recognize something that is redundant or unnecessary. . .. 
People may also feel that to allow one sexist orgamzatlon to eXist m 
their community opens the door for a host of others. 
What do these points have in common? They all are made in reference to 
one group; The Jaycees. 
Representatives of the Jaycees came to BSC several weeks ago to 
present their sales pitch. One salesman approached The Comment 
wishing to place an announcement in the paper pertaining to their group 
(their request was denied due to lack of space). . . 
The Jaycee representatives then petitioned the SGA senate to offiCially 
sanction them as a campus organization. .' 
The reason the Jaycees seek senate approval is because without such 
approval they would be required to pay. up to nine dollars per h?ur. for 
meeting space on campus. When quened by the senators dunng the 
meeting the representative for the Jaycees carefull~ sidestepped som~ of 
the questions while waffling many others. Never did the men once fall to 
propagandize on the organizations good points. 
To allow the Jaycees to form a chapter on campus would be to simply 
allow the duplication of many functions carried out by existing clubs and • 
organizations. . 
Not so say the Jaycees! We are a community oriented organization: 
What community would they be oriented toward? 
Why Bridgewater State College, of course. ' 
Then what, may I ask, is the present orientation of the existing SGA 
Clubs? Salem State? 
Another reason the senate should refuse to sanction the Jaycees is the 
simple fact that they are a sexist organization. . 
The representative who testified before the senate admitted, after a 
little prodding, that only ten states allow women as regular members ar:d 
no women hold office on the national level. Does such a sexist 
organization have a place on a cooed college campus~ . 
The Jaycees are planning to vote in June on the Issue of a!lowmg 
women to hold office on the national level. The senate should Withhold 
even the discussion of sanction until the reconvene in September. They 
may then decide which way to' vote in accordance with the Jaycees 
decision. (r'm not pro-feminist, just pro fair play.) 
On a closing note I would like to commend the predominantlvrookie 
senate on their actions in this matter. 
Although only six of the twenty· six members are vete.rans of stu?~nt 
government, They acted in a proffesional manner by :nakmg the de~lslon 
to table the motion for sanction until a further study IS made of the Issue. 
'" . RAe 
Gertrude 
Gailfoil 
(Letters to the E.ditor I 
At the end of this semester, 
Gertrude Gailfoil, the woman who 
greets students at the ground floor 
checkpoint in the library, will be 
retiring after a 30 year career at 
B.S.C .. Gertrude, as she is known 
by ail. has worked in various. 
capacities. on campus. The 
President's Office, theOffice of 
Continuing Education, and" the 
library have all been places of 
employment for Gertrude. She 
greets all who come through the 
checkpoint with a friendly smile and 
a kind word everyday. Gertrude 
also was employed a number of 
years at the Massachusetts 
Correctional Institute in 
Bridgewater. 
Her service here at the co\legeand 
with the state of Ma3sachusetts will 
not go unnoticed. 
Russian Th~nks 
In the name of the officers and 
crew of the Soviet trawler and 
research vessel "ARGUS" we 
express our sincere gratitude to the 
professors and students of your 
college ,for the kind and warm 
hospitality shown to the members of 
our crew duringthe MUSIC PARTY 
of April 27 ~1978. 
We are particularly grateful to the 
organizers of this unforgettable 
meeting with the artistry of so many 
representatives of various nations 
and peoples. 
The musical evening overflowed 
with a spirit of good will and showed 
the mutual striving of two great 
nations- ,Soviet and American- to 
live in peace and, friendship. 
Music and songs allowed us, in 
spite of the language barrier, to· 
better understand each other. ,This 
gives much meaning to a first 
meeting. May we express the hope 
that our .relationship. will become 
still wider and deeper. 
We 'wish your great college 
(collective) well, much success in 
the preparation of teachers-a 





First Mate V. Evchenko 
Port of Woods Hole 1\pril28,1978 
. " 
P .5. The Slavic Studies Club also 
joins in thanking the International 
Students Club, the Biology 
Department, Prof. Gannon, an~ his 
musicians, and the PhYSical 
Education Dept., particularly Prof. 
Fredrick, and of course, everyone 
who att~nded the festivities. i 
The Waltons 
One thing we are all 
concerned with on this campus is 
eating. You have run stories on all 
kinds of places to eat. I.:et me tell 
you of probably. the best eating 
place in Bridgewater. The Waltons 
in Bridgewater center. They offer a 
wide variety of fqod at an affordable' 
price for students; They also offer a 
10% discount for students 
presenting a valid stude!!t 1.D. This' 
is definitly a best bet for the" student 
body". 
Jack Duncan 
Class of 1981 
Sylvia on Hospital 
Board 
Congratulations are in order to 
Dr. Philip T. SilviaJr .,of the History 
Dept. here at B.S_C., who was 
r~cently appointed to the, Board of 
Directors at St. Anne's Hospital in 
Fall River. 
The Board of Directors is 
comprised of physicians. lawyers. 
comprised of physicans, lawyers, 
bankers, businessmen, and the 
Dominican Sisters. Dr. Silvia has 
the responsibility of serving on the 
director's subcommittee which, 
advises on matters of wage-and -
,beQefit staffing, personnel policy 
and grievance matters. 
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Brewer at BSC 
cont. from p. 1 
can get in Massachusetts. As for 
The Bridgewater. students also 
askeq how to get into the foreign 
service. Mr. Brewer, who also used 
to be ... on the committee that 
interviews candidates, outlined 
three steps for getting into the 
foreign service. 
Once a year, in December, any 
American citizen who is at least 
twenty·one years old and has been 
given permission to do so, can take 
a written exam which is basically an 
intelligence test. It is possible to 
obtain sample questions from 
previous exams. Early application is 
recommended. If the candidate 
passes the written exam 
successfully, he is tested on his 
articulation in speaking English. The 
knowledge of foreign languages is 
not necessarily an advantage for the 
candidate because, if accepted, he 
will learn them during a six·week 
training course for U .S.- diplomats. 
On the oral exam, Mr. Brewer 
looked for inquisitiveness and 
curiosity as well as for an orderly 
mind. 
However, passing these two 
exams does not automatically mean 
that one gets employed in the 
foreign service. If he passes the oral 
exam successfully, the candidate is 
placed on the political, economic, 
commercial, consul, or admin· 
istrative section of an embassy. 
Because the supply of "new 
diplomats" exceeds the demand for 
people in the foreign service, the 
candidate may stay on the register 
list for a year without getting 
employed. Although most people 
fail the first time they take the 
written test, Ambassadr Brewer 
encouraged the students to apply. 
himself, he sees the most effective 
means against possible attaches in 
varying his daily schedule. 
Ambassador Brewer was in 
Afghanistan when Mohammed 
Daud overthrew the ruling king in 
the early '60's. (last month, 
President Daud was killed in a coup 
d'etat.) These moments of unrest 
within a foreign country often 
present a threat to the security of 
U.S. diplomats abroad. "In those, 
situations," Dr. Brewer said, "the 
only thing you can do is to stay 
home, keep your head down, and 
hope that you don't get hurt." After 
the coup d'etat, the task of every 
foreign ambassador is to contact his 
local sources in order to find out 
what the new situation is like. He 
then has to send the information to 
Washington along with recom· 
mendations for the U.S. foreign 
police concerning that country. 
"U.S. foreign policy is actually jased on these recommendations 
:rom U.S. ambassadors abroad," )r. Brewer said. "The State )epar:tment in most of· the cases 
Jnly gives the o.k. to the 
lrnbassador's suggestion how to 
kt." 
"If you know what is asked from a 
U.S. diplomat, the test will be no 
problem and it will becomeeasier 
Bach time you take it, "Mr. Brewer 
said. The exams may be taken 
repeatedly until the age of 31. There 
are attempts to employ women and 
minorities in proportion to their 
number in the U.S. population. 
Toward the end of the discussion, 
Ambassador Brewer came up with a 
question for the students: "Are you 
concerned about a nuclear 
holocaust in the future?" The 
students'reactions ranged from 
"'not concerned" to "very 
concerned," whereby the great part 
of them expressed a "fear of the 
unknown." 
Mr. Brewer showed his concern 
about the political apathy among 
young people in the U.S. "In the 
U.S. in 1965, troops were sent into 
Vietnam, but it took the American 
public two years before they 
became fully aware of the effects of 
the invasion and talked against it." 
Ambassador Brewer closed with 
an analogy, comparing European 
and American attitudes towards 
politics .. "lf an American hears from 
a U.S. politician that it is going to 
rain tomorrow, he will take his 
umbrella with him the next day. But 
if a European is told the same by one 
of his politicians, he will thin.l-<, 'Gee, 
this guy must have opened an 
umbrella shop recently.' " 
The Comment 1978 
Among the people who helped· to publish The 
Comment this semester were (above) the 
Editorial Board, Rob DiPasquale-Copy Editdr, 
Mike Robertson-Ass't. Ad Manager, Karen 
Tobin-Cultural Arts Editor, Gerry LaCroix-Ass't 
Business Manager, Robert Cot~-Editor-in-Chief, 
Jim Calnan-News Editor, (middle row) Mary 
,Sulliv.an-AdManager,JoAnn Merzigian-Sports 
Editor, (front) Jean St.' Andre-Managing Editor. 
" ',Among the dedicated writing and production 
staff·'· are (back row) Jim Driskell, Gil Bliss, (middle row)· Dianne Doucette, Colleen 
Desmond, Karen DeWolf, (center) Candice 
Killion. 
I 
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Announc'ements 
HOMECOMING 
Although it-is only May, Homecoming will be upon us before we know it. The reason for this correspondence is to get our various organizations familiar with what can and has to be done with homecoming. Our 
orientation will begin on Thursday, May 11 at 6:00 p.m. The meeting will be held at the Student Union in rooms 205, 206, and 207. It is VITAL that 
we get together on this date if we are to have a successful and exciting Homecoming. Pass the word around to anyone who is interested in putting some time into this important event. Thank you and I will be looking forward to seeing you all. Sincerely, Richard Deluca 
PROGRAM COMMITTEE EVENTS 
On May 11th from 7·11 p.m. the band "Spring Rain" will be in the Rat. Welcome spring with a fun evening of music, food, drink and prizes. On May 13th at 12:30 there will be a bike race around the block. There 
are three races· 10 speed, 5 speed and relay race. Come by and join in 
other activities in back of the S.U. Frisbee contest, egg throwing, three· legged race, pie eating and largest people pyramid. You don't need to 
sign up in info booth prior to the events. 
WOODWORKING TEACHER NEEDED 
The Student Union needs students with experience in teaching 
woodworkmg for fall of 1978. Qualified persons should contact Mrs. Wood in the S.U. Hobby Shop for further information. Pay is $2.65/hr. WBIM NEEDS VOLUNTEERS 
The Student Union is looking for students to get involved with WBlm as 
volunteers, or as 3rd class engineers (no technical background needed). Those are not paid positions, but a nominal fee may be available at the 
end of the semester for successful completion of certain responsibilities. Contact Robin Pear' for further information at WBIM. 
SENIOR CAPS AND GOWNS 
Graduating seniors who do not have caps and gowns are advised by the Office of Student Life to contact the Rose Theresa Cap & Gown Co., in Stoughton (Tel: 617·344·4381) to make individual arrangements for 
rentals. When you call, please have information on your height, cap seze, 
. and weight. The deadline for ordering is May 19, 1978. 
········CLUB·AND·'jjRGANiz"AiioN·OFFicERS············ .. · ................ . 
All clubs and organizations are asked to submit a listing of 1978·1979 Officers to the Office of Student Life. This listing will be used in the next 
edition of the Student Handbook. 
~ --_. ---." -------. -- - . -- --." -- ---_.------------- .. -.------.--._----- .. _" .... _----------.-. CLUB DAY AT FRESHMEN ORIENTATU)i\i .. ··· ...... ·· .......... .. 
I 
All clubs and organizations are encouraged ~o participate in Freshmen Orientation which will be held June 6·14. For information as to how your 
club may participate, please see Dean Martha Jones immediately. Booths, displays, demonstrations, printed materials and group meetings 
would all contribute to the Orientation experience . 
.... ····OFFICE·OF·S·TUDENT·iiFE"INTERViiWiNG·sTVDENTS 
The Office of Student Ufe i.s current\~ interviewing students interested in '·"'P91.j:iqDA;~ip~I:m>:J;4,e.,i!~!~~"i.,~P9t;~",;,hJfi,~ct~e,1~7{)~f,9,. ~~acl~jl:S'i;' ~'.::"1., . .:r".;i.:"~,'ii'!.'," year: \ ,... ... ... ,..... . . . ..'
Campus Tours and Recruitment 
Volunteer Opportunities 
\ Residential Life Programming 
Peer Advisement 
Alcohol Awareness Programming 
Non·Education Placement Services 
Students who expect to receive E.O.P. Work Study grants ar particularly encouraged to apply. Such involvement would also be most beneficial for students who may be interested in exploring careers in 
student personnel work in higher education settings. Please see Dean Deep, Dean Jones, Miss FitzGerald, Dr. Diethelm or Mr. Hall for more information . 
.... _ ... ---"'_ -_ ... --_._ ", .. '" ___ ~_._. __ . _____ ---._ .. _. _0- _ .. '" _ .""_ ._ ... __ .~ .. _ .. _. ___ ...... _. _"'''" .... _ .... _ ~ ................ _ ............ "' ......... _. ~_ SGA BOOK EXCHANGE 
The SGA Book Exchange will return BIGGER and BETTER in the fall. Hold onto your books that will be used in the fall semester to sell directly to students. Avoid the middleman markup. Ask your professors if they· 
will be using the same books next semester as they used for this 
semester. HOLD ON FOR THE EXHANGEl! 
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THEARTS 
Spring Concert 
Tomorrow • IS 
The Bridgewater State College 
Choral Society will present its 
annual Spring Concert on Friday, 
May 12 at 8 p.m. in the Student 
Union Auditorium. Performing in 
the concert will be the Chorale and 
its subgroup, The Chamber Singers 
conducted by Dr. Theodore 
Davidovich and the Women'::3 Glee 
Club and its subgroup, the 
Americana Singers, conducted by 
Dr. Maxine Asselin. 
Music scheduled to be performed 
includes works by Handel, Brahms, 
Mozart, da Vittoria, Schuman, 
McCray, Bartok, Thompson, 
Peterson, Stravinsky, Dvorak, 
Gardener, Sondheim and student 
composers Helen Farrell, Joan P. 
Knudson and Joyce Spicely. Of 
paricular note is "A Ceux Qui Part" 
("To -I hose Who Part") written in 
1909 by Paul Dupin. It is in a 
conservative impressionistic style 
(comparable to Faure). This will be 
the first performance of this piece, 
and the arrangement is for mixed 
chorus (the Chorale), harps, violas 
and solo alto sax. 
The concert is at 8 p.m. on Friday, 
May 12 in the SU Auditorium. 
Admission is Free! 
Also, the Choral Society is 
always welcoming new members. 
Please consider either the Chorale 
or the Women's Glee Club for next 
year. Come to the first rehearsal 
and give it a try. Chorale meets 
Monday and Wednesday at 3 p.m. 
and Thursday at 11 a.m. Women's 
Glee me<:;!ts Tuesdays and' 
Thursdays at 2:50. 
German Club Social 
a Success 
Melodious Alpine sounds could German Restaurant in Plainville, 
be heard filling the air in the vicinity Mass. More recently, Dave and 
of the Student Union formal dining Debbie have been entertaining at 
room on Monday evening, May 1.. the Boylston Schulverein, a 
The source of these pleasing German social club in Westwood. 
melodies was the marvelous The two have also made local 
husband and wife singing team of television appearances. 
David and Debbie Palmer who, on A highlight of the musical program 
this occasion, delighted their which was especially delightful to all 
listeners with a lively program of was the yodeling of Dave and 
German and Austrian music. Debbie. In addition to this, song 
"nave and. Debbie were invited to sheets were passed out to those 
campus to entertain Cit a social attending and everyone wa~ in~ited 
-sponsored by the ESC German --to join Dave and Debbte m a 
Club. Professor Robert Briggs, German sing-along. 
advisor to the club, introduced A variety of tasty delicacies 
Dave and Debbie, noting their prepared by German students 
extensiv€professional background added to the pleasure of the 
as entertainers. For a number of occasion. All in all, it was an 
years the duo performed as th,e ~nforgeta?le ~v:ning of German 
featured attraction at Gundlach s Gemuethchkelt. 
SOME FUN with 
Steve Martin 
by Joe McDonald 
The crowd at the Providence 
Civic Center definately was not 
your average concert crowd. Many 
were carrying signs, others wore 
arrows through their heads, or false 
glasses and rubber noses on their 
faces. This was a typical crowd-for 
a Steve Martin concert; 
Martin opened the show with a 
short film entitled The Absent-
Minded Waiter (for which he was 
nominated for an Academy Award), 
Then Martin made his appearance 
on stage. He was in top form that 
evening as he constantly had the 
audience rolling in the aisles. He 
performed several numbers on the 
banjo including "Grandmother's 
Song" (be oblong and have your 
knees removed") and "Dueling 
Banjos." 
As the concert continued, Martin 
performed many bits off of his album 
Let's Get Small. Approximately 
ninety minutes after he m.ade his 
first appearance on stage, he left. 
The crowd de.manded an encore 
and received it as he performed his 
new single "King T ut" {"buried in his 
jammies"). Once again Martin left 
the stage only to return to tell the 
audience why he didn't do many of 
the cuts from the album. He stated 
that he felt a performer shouldmove 
on and do new bits and "if you don't 
agree with me: well, EXCUUUSE 
ME!" At this point, Martin left, the 
lights' were brought up and the 
crowd began to leave. 
Opening the show for Martin was 
singer/songwriter Steve Goodman. 
Goodman performed several 
numbers including what he called 
"the ultimate country song and his 
most famous composition 'The City 
of New Orleans." From the crowd 
reaction to Goodman, I'm not the 
only one who would like to see more 
of him. Overall, the concert was one 
of the best organized (with one of 
the most controlled crowds) that I 
have seen in quite a while. 
Record Reviews 
Despite their looks and their 
sound, the Hutles are not the 
Beatles. This record featuring music 
from the recent All You Need Is 
Cash special is brilliant to say the 
least. Excellent production by Neil 
[nnes combined with the overall 
mystique of the band creates an 
unusual effect. Ratinq: A 
At last Magazine has been 
officially released. This is definately 
Heart's best work to date. Included 
are live versidns of "Mother Earth 
B~ues" and "I've got the Music in 
Me." Also included is a stunning 
reworking of "Without You" (a big 
hit for Harry Nielsen). Ann Wilson's 
vocals are beyond belief. Excellent 
guitar work by Roger Ficherand 
Nancy Wilson; Perhaps the main 
reason for the overall excellent 
quality is the factthat five of the cuts 
have been recently remixed. This 
album is well worth the wait (over a 
year and a half since the title track 
was first heard by the public), 
WBIM 
Rhythms Review 
by Robert A. Cote 
When 1 asked members of the 
cast of Rhythms what to expect 
from the show, all I received was a 
few grins, some evil snickers, and a 
couple of winks. But what was really 
disquieting was being ushered 
backstage to my seat, as opposed to 
sitting in the auditorium. I really 
wondered what in· the world 
Ensemble Theatre had cooked up 
this time. 
Rhl,.lthms started with two :ap-
danc~rs, one in front of the 
audience, the other on a television 
screen. With perfect timing, the 
teleVIsed dancer appeared to toss a 
hat from the screen to the on-stage 
dancer; and the televised dancer 
then left the screen and entered 
the stage. 
To demonstrate the rhythm of 
comedy, the pair(Tony Mastrorilli 
and Dawn McLaughlin)rendered a 
hilarious adaptation of Bud Abbot 
and Lou Costello's "Who's on 
First." 
Immediately following "Who's on 
First" was the "Great Explosion," a 
poetic interpretation of the rhythm 
of the universe. The "Great 
Explosion," done with the help of 
day-glo painted dancers and 
ultraviolet lights, creat~d the illusion 
of a -cluster of deep-space 
nebulae representing the cause of 
the explosion in the Big Bang theory T C:;ny Mastrorilli and Dawn Mclaughlin. 
of creation. . 
The evolution of man wasn't 
forgotten either. The story of "Passenger Pigeons." In "Passenger 
evolution revolves around a Pigeons" the cast challenges Death 
glob(Brad Craven)developing from to take man as it has taken 
a lowly mass of sea-born cells into an dinosaurs, sabre-toothed tigers, the 
early man. It was both comical and American Bison, and the Passenger 
thought-provoking. We followed the Pigeon. Death asks what c9uld take 
glob-cavemen as he learns to speak, a species that has the intelligence to 
sing, and explore relationships with develop the death bomb? 
his environment and newly arrived Violinist Charlie Crumbaker 
fellow humans. performed Concerto No. lin A 
The cast, led by Skip Maloney Minor, holding the audience 
performed a' production number spellbound. 
from Sweet Charity entitled The tap dancers returned to lead 
. appropriately enough, "Rhythm of into "Everybody Rejoice," an 
Life." Although a bit dated(circa exciting, vibrant song from the 
early sixties), "Rhythm of Life" was musical The Wiz . 
energetic, fun and fit in nicely with The cast then introduced 
the concept of rhythm in music, the~selves(a la Mouseketeer) 
dancing, and religion. ' rhythmically as opposed to 
Does New England weather alphabetically. 
follow a rhythmical pattern? Matt The show ended with both Tony 
Reilly's. rendition of Mark Twain's and Dawn leaving the stage anc 
"New England Weather" makes one reappearing on the television 
wonder. It is supposedly a screen. 
demonstration of the rhythm that The parts of Rhythms that 
the physical world follows. It does involved the television and tap 
appear, however, that New dancing required precise timing. 
England's rhythms move faster that Because the television scenes were 
the rest of the world's. taped earlier, even the smallest 
entire scene off. 
Rhythms did not have just one 
star in the cast. This raised a few 
questions. Did everyone star? Did 
no one star? Were the rhythms of 
the universe the star? 
I don't know about the rest of the 
audience, but after the show was 
over, I felt so good that it was as if I 
was the star! 
I couldn't conclude a review of 
Rhythms without mentioning Jodie 
Vicari. Jodie was injured in the 
Thursday evening performance 
when she fell from the stage into the 
orchestra pit. Her major roles were 
filled by Sapdy Ross in "Riding on a 
Railroad" and Maureen Bray in the 
"Seven Ages of Man" mime. 
A F ormaf Apology - . 
This is to apologIze to Brad 
Craven, a member of the cast of 
Rhythms, for omitting his name 
from the cast list in the May 4th 
issue of the Comment. This mistake 
was made purely by accident and 
was not meant to demean Brad's 
character. For this-I'm sorry. 
Michele 
The rhythms that machines, our error it) timing could throw the P.S. To err is human ... 
creations, have was graphically .. . 
demonstrated by "Riding on a r: ~ ~ ~....-.......-... ~ ....-... ~t 
Railroad", which was a good lead-in . 
to "North, SoutJ:!, East, West," a FREE AND CONFIDENTIAL LEGAL ADVICE 
rhythmica.l recital Qf.various Cities. , Every Tues. and W. ed. t 
and towns in the United States and . 
Canada, beginning with Chicago; from 
going all over the map and ending up , 10-3 third floor 
in Bridgewater(?). SGA Off" t 
Following "North, South, East, Ices 
West" it was again Tony and Dawn's Student Government 
turn. Trading in their clownish L . - LAWYERS , 
routine and tap shoes for grace· and ~ ~ ...-... ..-... ..-... ............ ....-.... ................ _ 
ballet slippers, they demonstrated 
ilie~0hm~~w~drom~~~~~==;;==~=====;===========~~, 
an interpretive dance entitled 
"Sunshower." 
Following' a brief intermission, 
Steve Martin, in a convincingly 
insane manner, recited Edgar Allen 
Poe's poem," A Dream Within a 
Dream." After this, Cindy Wilcox 
and Robin Silva sang "Vincent," 
Don MacLean's haunting tribute to 
the insane artist Vincent Van Gogh. 
Martin, who bears a slight but 
spo.oky resemblance to the artist, 
mimed painting while accompanied 
by two interpretive dancers. Slides 
of some of Van Gogh's works were 
projected on the floor of the· stage_ . 
FL YlNG PIZZA 
. ~ . 
Telephone 697·8631 
Bridgewater delivery only 
Again· the rhythms of individual 
life, of the days passing, and of aging 
were demonstrated. This time it 
was through the song "Sunrise, 
Sunset" from Fiddler on the Roof 
and a .recitation of Shakespeare's 
"SevenAges of Man". r~ 5:00--11:00 
T~ili~~of~e~~cl~~·I~=====================~==~~ species was demonstrated through 
-Final exams are almost over, and most st· :d~nts will pass. But some 
still find themselves awaking in a sweat in the middle of the night-another 
victim of the dread "test nightmare." You know what it's like. You're 
heading for Class to take your exam. Suddenly you realize that you never 
studied for the test. In fact, you never even attended one lecture! Some 
take it a step further, and race through darkened halls searching 
hopelessly for the classroom they never find. If it's any comfort, you 
dreamers are far from alone. Even Sigmund Freud relived in his sleep, 
and he noted that only those who passed their exams seemed to be 
plagued by the nightmares. It seems that if you care if you pass or fail, you 
study hard and succeed and then vent your anxiety in the nightmare. 
Seven brides for seven brothers doesn't sound like too tall an order to 
the Hokaido Farmland Bride Liason Bureau. The Bureau is trying to 
come up with brides for 8000 lonely men on the northermost Japanese 
island of Hokaido. The problem says the bureau, is thatfarm wQrk such 
as heating the husband's bath and weeding all day in the fields doesn't 
appeal much to the younger .women of snowy Hokaido. On their 
mother's advice they have migrated instead to work or study in southern 
cities. The Bride Liaison Bureau is trying to make up for this exodus of 
women. The bureau placed an ad in southern newspapers; which reads: 
(quote) "Wanted 8000 brides for 8000 grooms. Young women must be 
willing to work hard in house and fields. Husbands bath preparation. 
Desire for many children imperative. Must be respectful of and obedient 
to in-laws. Taste for long winters' away from town preferable. One way 
airfare provided." In three years, the Bride Bureau has had 54 takers. 
Azie Taylor Morton is the first black woman to hold the post of U.S. 
treasurer, and she says it's "About time a woman's face (appeared) on 
currency or coin." Morton thinks Martha Washington may soon replace 
George's face on a new silver dollar. The new treasurer says there's a 
move afoot to remove the one doBar bill from circulation and relace it 
with a silver dollar. And Taylor, plus several female officers at circulation 
the U .S. Treasury and Mint, are conducting a campaign to get a woman's 
head on the new dollar. Their suggestions include Martha Washington, 
Betsy Ross, or Eleanor Roosevelt. The treasury Morton said, wants to 
mint the smaller silver dollar to increase use of the two-dollar bill. The 
plan would also .drop 'the fifty-cent piece, leaving only the penny, nickle, 
dime, quarter and the silver dollar in circulation. 
. Women heroes are making their mark in the comic book business 
these days. They're blasting through walls and tearing up the streets. If 
you don't believe it, check the rack at your local drugstore. Wonder 
Woman has been with us for years, of course, but now .she's been joined 
by a host of super sisters. Four of them have comic book covers of their 
own-Spider Woman, Ms. Marvel, Superman's cousin, Power Girl, and 
the beautiful Barbarian, Red Sonja. The new female characters are 
tough. They do plenty of knocking around, and get knocked around 
plenty themselves. This violence is a change for women, according to 
Leonard Darvin of the Comics Code Authority. "In the old days,"Oarvin 
said, :'We would never permit a guy to strike a gal but now we allow it, so 
the VJ9mcal1 cans~rike back." 
" 'G6vernrrui~rit resea~~herstold farmers· this week that they may be' able . 
to produce choice steaks if they feed their cattle fine dust from cement 
plants. The researchers sakI that preliminary tests showed that cattle 
gained weight much faster when fed the cement dust. They think the 
weight gain results from rich calcium deposits that are found in the find 
cement powder. The Food and Drug Administration has approved the 
cement dust as a feed ingredient, but warned farmers they would face 
legal action if cement residues are found in meat. In other words, farmers 
are being told they may soon be able to try stuff, but if anything goes 
wrong, they're the ones who'll have to pay. 
Kids these days have more to worry about. Take the case of Marie 
Mize of Mountain View, California. Marie is eight years old and is worried 
about her credit rating. The second grader recently received a letter 
from the Mountain View Library threcltening kids with collection 
agency. She had six children's books that were overdue. Mrs. Mize says 
she believes in paying library fines, but thinks threatening kids with 
collection agencies is ridiculous. So she's switching libraries. 
How do you think Jimmy Carter's been looking lately? A little peaked 
perhaps? We ask because according to Jack Anderson, Jimmy's had a 
heavy·duty voodoo he~ put on him. Anderson .says that "Mama Doc" 
Duvalier, widow of the late Hpitian Dictator, Dictator Papa Doc, is upset 
because Carter's been urging president for .life baby Doc to improve 
human rights in that country. So he sent im old war lord off with a photo 
of Carter and a live bull, with instructions to bury the bull alive along with 
Carter's photograph and all the proper incantations. All was done as 
ordered, but Baby Doc has reportedly done all he can to dispel the hex. 
The Cupertino Union School.District in Northern California has 
instituded a new, $3.2-miJIion (dollar) special education program, which 
is serving as a model for similar programs across the nation. The goal 01 
the program has produced some amazing results, especially in physica 
education classes. At one school, blind girls are learning to play tackle 
football one on one, and according to their coach the blind girls love it 
despite the fact that their football lessons sometimes prove mor~ painfu 
than those for sighted students. 
See you Roundabout 
Bridgewater Calendari 
May 11 
No Exit, a studioproductioi1 in the Horace Mann Auditorium. 
May 11 
Band i,n. the Rathskellar, 7 pm. 
May 12 '. 
. Choral Society Spring Concert, S.U. Auditorium, 8 pm. 
May 12 
Afro Am'Society sponsors Disco in th,?S.U. Ballroom,8 pm. 
May 13 . 
Aztec Two-Step and Jonathan Edwards, S.U. Auditorium, 8 pm. 
May 14 /" 
Oliver, a· film sponsored by the Program Committee, 6-:30 in the 
Auditorium. . 
May 15 
Oliver, a film sponsored by the Program Committee, 2 pm. in the 
Auditorium; , 
May 15 
Art Di~.p.laY;Ry:I,3$~,§t,uA~D:t~.i.rithe B$C,ArtGaIJ~)ltbrol;l9hM~ 23. 
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Jonathan Edwards and Aztec 
Two-Step Coming 
The Student Union Program 
Committee is proud to present 
Jonathan Edwards andAztec Two· 
Step in concert on May 13, 1978at8 
p.m. This Spring Concert will be 
held in the Student Union 
Auditorium. Tickets are still 
available in the Student Union Info 
Booth. Board of Governors ticket 
policy if four tickets per Bridgewater 
State College l.D. We of the 
Program Committee feel that the 
combination of Joanathan Edwards 
and Aztec Two-Step-will provide a 
throughly enjoyable and enter-
taining evening. 
A little of the entertiners' 
. backgrounds will show you the kind 
of entertainment that you should 
expect. Jonathan Edward's music is 
bluegrass, country, rock, blues and 
a dash of soul. His songs, both old 
and new are a delight. His vintage 
tunes include "Shanty","Sunshine" 
"Sometimes" ,"Don't Cry Blue" and 
"Everybody Knows Her." Edwards 
was born in Minnesota, raised in 
Virginia, schooled in Ohio, lived in 
Massachusetts for several years, 
and is now living in Nova Scotia, the 
natural beauty of which has inspired 
much of Edwards' music. His most 
recent album, Sailboat, features 
harmonies by Emmylou Harris, 
includes musicians Rex Fowler and 
Neal Shulman. They have long 
charmed their audiences with 
strong harmonies in a light folk-rolk 
style. Some of their hits 
include:"Second Step", "Two 
Aztec Two-Step 
Company", "Baking", "Dean 
Moriaty","Humpty Dumpty" and 
''I'm in Love Again". Aztec Two· 
Step got its start in 1971, when both 
Fowler and Shulman were working 
in the Boston area. They met at an 
open hoot at the Stone Phoenix 
Coffeehouse, and immediately liked 
each others material. Deciding that 
there was more strength in a duo, 
they became Aztec Two·Step. 
This concert is one of the last that 
the. Program Committee will 
sponsor this year, 50 we invite you 
to attend and enjoyl Remember to 
purchase your tickets in the Student 
Union Info Booth. 
No Exit: planned to 
the last detail 
by Karen DeWolf 
From the moment r entered the 
building, I knew that this production 
'of "Ne) Ex'it" .was'goirigoJo'bEFall' 
experience. The ushers were 
dressed all in black. They stiffly 
handed me my program, and in an 
emotionless voice told me to "enjoy 
the show." 
When the house lights went out, I 
could hear a sound similar to bolts 
locking us in. The ushers came 
down and covered the two exit 
signs in the front with a black cloth. 
As some lights lit the, sta'ge, the 
ushers moved some furniture onto 
the then bare stage. The curtains 
through· which this. furniture was 
moved were then pinned shut. It 
was as if we were being I 0<;: ked in 
with no possible way to escape from 
the hell that they were going to 
create for us. 
Michele Pecoraro, the attendant 
that brought the actors into their 
room, was very good in her small 
part. Her pantomime of opening and 
closing the· door that wasn't really 
there was enjoyable to watch. 
David Greene's portrayal of 
Garcin, a newspaper editor, was 
very good. He made me believe that 
he was real. During the curtain call, 
he was the best received of the cast, 
which shows me that the audience 
enjoyed his perfor1'f1ance, also. 
Marcella McGee was also very 
good as Estelle, a poor woman who 
married a rich man for his money, 
'and kept a loverar two on the side. 
'he one disappointment for me 
was Maureen Bray as Inez. As I 
watched the show, I felt that there 
were several times when she should" 
'hav~ beentehdeier'ahdtfmes when"· , 
she should haVe beencrueIler. 
Other than that disappointment. 
(and it wasn't a big one), the show 
was very good. To coin a line from 
the play, the director, Richard 
Camuso, planned that little hell 
"down to the last detail; planned 
with the greatest of care" to make it 
an experience I'll never forget. 
GO ... 
BANANAS! 
tJ!!!!!!JrH E. FUN S TOR el!!!!!!11 
Selling:. army. & navy !JOOds 
.. c:ampif19 SUPP~I!'S 
• work tI othes & sho.-. 
.. wiitflUrplul 
• jeans tops 8; more~ 
A t crazy discount prices' 
go ... 
.-'" ... ,.A&' 566 fOREST AVE .. 
BROCKTON,MA 
liiiiiii1~Open 9 am .. 9 pmf'iiiiiP~ 
t 10 am· 6 pm 
nut to Brest Auto 





CES W.lTH SCHOOL 
OR COLLEGE 1.0. 
go' ••• 
"".&UII 
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BROCKTON.MA 
-==:1DPen 9. am -;9 pm_-". 
Sat .. 10am.6 p 
nellt .lrmA .. 
- - ......... _,_ 4- ....... '- ,. _ ..... OIl ........ . 
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UH"l'llD. "~'''''I' . ," , .. , 
The doctor 
doesn't cut out 
anything. You 
cut out cigarettes. 
This siri1ple 
surgery, is the 
surest way to save 
you from lung 
cancer. And the 
American Cancer 
Society will help 
you perform it. 
We have free 
clinics to help you 
quit snl0king. So, 
before you smoke 
another cigarette, 
call the A.C.S. 
office nearest YOll. 
!And don't put it 
off. The longer . 
you keep smoking, 
the sooner it can 
kill you. 
AMERICAN .. ! 
CANCER SOCIETY· .• 
ThiS. space contributed by the publisher 
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Julia C. Carter Award -Suzanne Nadeau, a senior 
Communication Arts & Sciences major with a Library 
Science minor, won this award, which is presented to a 
student who has shown outstanding initiative and potential 
in the field of school librarianShip. 
\ 
"The Comment" Senior leadership. Award - Susan J. 
Lawson, a senior History major, received this award. 
presented.annually to a member of the graduating class who 
has contributed.in a significant way to students at 
. Bridgewater State College. Selected by a vote of the 
newspaper staff .. 
Henry F. Werner Scholarship - This award is given by the 
Bridgewater State College Police Association to honor Mr. 
Henry Werner, former Assistant to the President of the 
College, and recognizes high scholastic achievement. This 
year's recipient is James Aha, a junior Physical Education 
major. 
Honors Day 
Lester G. Houston Memorial Scholarship - Named in honor 
of the late Professor Lester G. Houston, the first winner of 
this award is Michael Eunice, ajunior Socia! Work major. The 
award is presented to a student in the field of Social Work 
who is in good academic standing and upholds the fine 
traditions which Professor Houston exemplifieg, 
T. Leonard Kelly Award in Physical Science - Karen 
Cavallaro, a senior Physics major, was this year's recipient of 
this award, which is named in honor of the former chairman 
of the Physical Sciences Department at Bridgewater and 
presented to that senior major in Physical Science who has 
maintained the highest scholastic average throughout 
undergraduate studies at Bridgewater. 
Bernard & Josephine Goo.dless Scholarship - .Michael 
Palma, a junior Communication Arts & Sciences major, 
received this year's award, which is presented annually to an 
undersgraduate student who has demonstrated leadership 
qualities, has strived to be academically successful, and has 
shown a willingness to give of self on behalf of the. Co.llf,3ge 
Community. . 
R 
Afro-American Award ............................ PaulGray Delta Kappa Gamma 
Elementary Key Awa; 
Judith Glynn Memori 
Kappa Delta Pi Socie" 
M. Katherine Hill Pri2 




Gladys L. Allen Scholarship ................ Marcia B. Uretsky 
Mary Isabel C'aldwellAward ..... ' .. ~ ....... Kathleen Mahoney 
CerttennialClass Award in History .............. Sharon :Regan 
Choral Society Award ..................... Michele L .. Menar-d 
Nicole Prince Memorial Award ......... ~ . . . .. Susan L. Bolduc 
·ecipients 1978 
Political Science Graduation Award -leslie Saduf, a senior 
Political Science major, is the recipient of this year's Political 
Science Graduation Award, presented to a graduating senior 
of high academic standing majoring in Political Science who 
intends to utilize his/her political science major in a 
professional field related to the discipline. 
S. Elizabeth Pope Award - Sponsored by Dr. Ellen Shea in 
.honor of S. Elizabeth Pope, former Dean of Women, and 
presented to that senior elected by the women of ber class 
who has given of herself most generously in service to the '. 
College, this year's recipient is Helen Lessard, a senior 
Elementary Education major. 
Martin T. Rizzo Memorial Award":" Douglas Mildram,a' 
junior PhYSical Education major, was selected to receivethis 
year's award, presented annually to a student interested in, 
but not necessarily participating in, athletics, a student 
universally popu1ar with his fel/ow students, a student who 
clearly demonstrates a determination to be academically 
'successful. ' 
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Martha Denison Rondlleau Scholarship - This award from 
the Faculty Wives Club is named in appre'ciation of their 
founder's enduring interest and encouragement' of 
scholastic pursuit and participation in the College 
Community. The recipient is a sophomore or junior w.oman 
recognized for scholastic and extra-curricular achievement. 
The winne~ this year is Nancy Inman, a junior Chemistry 
major, 
Student Governmentleadership Award - Carole Hamilton, 
a senior Special Education major, is the recipient of this 
year's Leadership Award,. sponsored by' the S.G.A. and 
selected by the uriderclass members of the Student Senate. 
This award is given to theseniorwho hasshownoutstanding 
leadership in college activities. 
Ellen M. Shea Award - Ann Marie Nicoletti, a senior Special 
Education major, is this year's recipient of the award which is 
given annually by friends and students of Dean EBen M. 
Shea, former Dean of Students, to that student planning to 
make,a career of guidance, counseling, or any of the allied 
areas of student personnel work. The award is based on 
scholarship, service to the College, and profes~jonal 
potential. . 
~ · .... · ....... ~ .• ~' ... Theresa H.McGrath . Mathematics Award ...... ". 0 ••••••••••• 0 • " • Pamela J. Paradis 
rd ......... ~ .0.· ••••• ~ .' •• 0 0 JillFo McGuire 
al Drama Award' ........ 0 Matthew Reilly 
Dr. Mary JMoriarty Award . ~ ...... 0 ••••••• 0 EdwardJ. Barber 
Omega Iota Phi Sorority Scholarship ... -.. Barbara S. McCarter 
ty ...... 0 ••••••••••• Patricia McCullough 
. Omega Iota Phi Soroity Schola.rship ........ '. Karen L. Hallgren 
:e .................... Brenda M'. Murphy 
Award in Botany ...... 0 Robin Napolitan 
Outstanding Student L~brarianAward ..... 0 Lynn E. Nickerson 
Edith G .SchoolmanAward ..... 0 ••••••••••• 0 • Jody E. Benson 
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IClassifiedsl The Sandwich Lad~,.' hopes she didn't disappoint anyone at this year's festival. There ~vasn't too much time to do anything outstanding. hut will dancmg m the aisles do it? V/all ullli! next year. gang. Paul, thanks for the 
suit l 
seen you an in June. Good luck with finals. 
Love, Riche D. 
Tom Luby. "Dream what you dare to dream, 
go where you want to go. be what you want to 
be ... " I'm going to miss not seeing you around I 
campus next year. A "Distant" Admirer. P.S. 
Have a great life' 
Freudian Woman, I hope you got my message 
the other night. You're going to have tomakeit 
"up" to me sooner or later. ! like your idea of 
doing it under the stars. but it's too chilly so 
let's stick to the kinky rug. Be kind to me. ''I'm 
the Best", only you know that. Love always. 
Freudian Man. for sale 
TAPES, some used .. some new, Cat Stevens. 
Peter Frampton, Stevie Wonder, Boz Scaggs, 
Janis Ian and more. $2.50 each. See Barbara, 
F!oom 59. Wood. 
3 Living Room Chairs. $It! Call 697·4048. 
1974 Honda XL 250 Motor Sport. Low 
mileage. perfect running order. Many extras, 
Must sell to get bigger bike. Asking $550. 
Contact John Nolde. Rm. 403, Durgin Hall 
Wilson T2000 steel tennis racket . restrung 
with no. 9 n~rlon ··$25.00. Mt. Marcy 2 man rip· 
stoptent and Alaskan Dacron hooded sleeping 
bag ·both items for $50.00 Call Ed at 293·7118. 
Bright Orange bedspread for sale. Excellent 
condition, one year old, $5. Calljsee Linda, ext 
353, Woodward Hall ... rm. 74. 
Guild D·25 Acoustic guitar with herd shell 
case; beautiful loud, resonant sound; only two 
months old. Cost $400.' Sacrifice for $295. or 
best offer. Call 697·3865. 
Steel bunk bed frames, fo~ Hill only. Best after. 
See Brian, room 121 Scott. 
wanted 
2 females wanted to 5u.blease apartment for 
summer months with 1 or 2 other females. 
Very reasonable. Kingswood Park Apts. Call 
6972195. 
services 
Typing .. Why struggle with typing term 
papers, theses, etc., when you can have them 
typed professionally for you? Fuliy 
experienced in the preparation of scientific 
and technical manuscripts, illustrations, 
formulas and diagrams including English, 
Biology, chemistry, History, Earth Sciences, 
Physics, and Mathemetics. Telephone 878· 
3563 after 5:00 p.m, or 697·8321, ext. 325 
during the day. AskJor Mrs. Haney, Or, drop 
into rpom 314.in the Conant Science Building 
forlnforma'tiari. ' .', 
housing 
Senior education major needs roommate to 
share 2 bedroom,S room house in the Rocky 
Nook Section of Kingston .. 100 yards from 
private Duxbury bay beach· split $175.00 per 
month rent; pay only 1/3 utilities. Write Ron 
McGann, 36 Cole St., Kingston 02360 or call 
585·8733. 
·lost & found 
Lost· my keys· they are on key chain that says 
LAURIE. Please return them to info. booth. 
These keys are important. 
Lost: Silver square turquoise and black onyx 
pendant. Lost. around Student Union, "A 
reward is offered if found. It has a lot of 
sentimental value to owner. Please return to 
Lost and Found. It is very important. also· ifby 
mistake you picked up a Holy Cross sweat 
shirt at the Shea Hall desk, please return to 
House mothers, No questions asked. Thank 
you . 
free 
8 week old puppies. 5 are halflrish setter. 7 are 
half Alakan Malamute. If interested, contact 
Theresa McGrath. Pope Hall, room 223., ex! 
381,2,3. . 
personals' 
To the girl in 401: Have a nice summer. Walc!-
out for that fountain behind the Student 
Union. 
Sandy, Happy Belated Birthday, Lynn, Beth, 
Ellen 
Hey T.M. - Are you as good at reading 
personals as you are at reading cards . 
probably not!! I hope not ar else you might 
never read this. Only kidding! You turned in 
some good periormances last week . and ! 
know there are many more to come. If I only 
knew e:rIier that you liked personals· 
To Atom Bomb: Even though 'Fool' around we 
are only kidding· Have a happy Birthday. 3 
Freds. 
This is for Sneaky Frank who always manages 
to put in personals for peoples' birthdays or 
weekend escapades. Now here's one for you! 
Happy: birthday, New Year, cold weekend. 
photographing, Purdue, bed-changing, 
dancing, frosting stealing, ETC. from, YOU 
know who! 
C.S., Hey, it's been great being your 
mommate this year. We've both been through 
a lot but we made it. Thanks for making this 
year a time to remember ... Godd friends are 
forever· keep in touch. 
To my pear friends, Thank you all for putting 
up with me these past weeks. I really don't 
know what ! would've done without YOl!o 
You've made me a part of you, when I needed 
you the most. One special part of us is gone 
now, but we still have each other. Thank you 
Again. Love, BIRD. 
Gary: Well, here it is, the last personal of this 
academic year. How about that? Babe, it's 
great! 2 and 1/2 years and going very strong. I 
love you, and I know its gonna be a great 
summer. Can't wait to come home and be with 
you. 9ur love is forever, me. 
Diane· keep singing kid! You've got what it 
takes to get up there in the top ten best 
vocalists. Just keep right on c1imbin'. Best 
wishes· MWF lunch. P.S. Don't worry about 
the guy in you history class, he'll notice you! 
Tantalizing Tracelina: Happy 20th Birthday 
from the girls of Alpha Upsilon-Sorority. The 
pledges will get their 3 whacks, but you'll be 
getting 20 whacks. OUCH!! 
Joe L·-You ohen said that "you couldn't wait 
to get out of thiS place." Well, it finally 
happened. At 1 .. 35r snmething gnad came out 
of this year. 
The Students' Council for E;.;cepticmal 
Children wish to thank Rico's Supermarket 
and MacDonald's for the food they donated for 
the Dance Marathon. The Marathon was for 
the Benefit of Cerebra! Palsy. Thank you 
agam, SCEC 
To A.M.: Are you still looking for P.M.? You 
were so disappointed when they left out 
Dalton. [jon't give ~up hope. You've gar 
another whole year. The Table 
liz, Laurie. M.B .. Lisa. Karin, Peggy, Mary 
Sue, and Karen D.: 'Jood luck everyone on 
finals. Hope everyone has a fantastic summer. 
1'\1 be back to Visit. Keep in touch_ Love, the 
little kid in 329. 
Birthday Tidings and Sentiments are out to 
Margaret and Sharon and Sundra. Three fine 
reputable young lasses, all of whom. if they can 
find the author of this personal, may claim free 
tokes from myself. 
Hi Weird. Love Crazy 
To Bones: You finally made it through an 
entire year at BSe. Good job! Here's hoping 
that finals go well, and I'll see you at 
home ... obviously! Beans 
Dear Ned, Thanks for Friday night. I had the 
most wonderful time. Let's do it again 
sometime (only better). (And not in the rain.) 
Love, DSJ. 
Sat. Nile Live ... my final epitaph. Farewell to 
the boys, the 0, pnch, XMAS trees, Bitch, 
Kenski, Swanny Griff. open doors, family 
room, Mag and the Lith Dr. H .. sis, Barbs, pn, 
jj, A.L.P.'s, the King. My life won't be the same 
without you all. Its been a good four years. 
Love, luck, success, and happiness to you alL 
WSHFAYSTO. 
Digger, Penkins, Patster, Deb & Punks: Will 
definitely miss ya all next year. This place 
won't be the same with stories of the trailer, 
birping, and just going wild. Take care. love ya 
all the Purtugue Poodle. 
Dan & LuAnne: Here's your last personal. 
Remember all the good times we had together 
in and out of school. May we never forget our 
Portuguese! Take care. Love, Pushy 
Diane and Sue: It has been very busy and 
interesting a year. We became very close and 
although we are going to room with one 
~. another next year, I am glad you were my 
roommate this year. Have a Happy, Safe, 
Summer! See you next year. Love, Laurie 
To the Fan Club: Don't know who you are, but 
thankx. I also give private concerts. GP. 
To: The wild and crazy girl at Wash. Apron -
Do you think it's easy? ! know it's not. Why 
don't you act your shoe size not Barbara's. 
Just remember, the night is young. Love, 
Undeclared. 
Don M_, Congratulations' You have been 
chosen to receive the "What's .the- matter-
with·yoLl·today?" Award for 1978. This is due 
to your car. film, health, future plans, ripped 
hands, etc., etc., etc. Go for it, Don! from Tuck 
D, it's too bad our friendship has ended. When 
you ruined something for me. it can never be 
the same again. We won't be living together 
anymore. ! feel that you are very selfish, 
jealous or something that makes you do rotten 
things. I guess I finally found the real you. 
Why? L 
Hiya toots! Well! finally got around to typing 
a personal to you - about time, huh? Thanks 
for the great times this semester. I hope there's 
more to come! I love you! Love, Freckles P.S.· 
There you go! 
To all who have suported us in the 'beginning'. 
It meant a lot! Thanks. Love G.M. & J.E.D. 
Karen·! understand why you feel like that. 
There is one place I'm sure you belong·by 
my side-love Bob. 
Kick on your Scholl Exercise Sandals 
. and make awish. 
Here's a chance at making your wildest dream come true! 
Swt;'epstakes void wherever 
prohi oited or restricted by 
S"hol! reserves the rillht to 
substitute "ash for <toy 
winning entry. Limit one 
entry per contestant. 
Enter the Scholl "Wish Conle True" 
Sweepstakes. 
Entering our sweepstakes is almost 
as easy as kicking on a pair of Scholl 
Exercise Sandals. All you have to do is 
stop by your favorite drug 0\ discount 
store and pick up an official entry 
blank (complete ,vith contest 
rules). Then, in 25 words or 
less, send us your wish by 
August 31, 1978. If you 
don't have a special wish, 
may we suggest a few? 
Hovv about flying to 
Pa"tis and selecting an 
original designer outfit? Or 
riding an elephant in the . 
grand circus parade? 
Or sailing away on a wind-
,=!~=!~~ jammer cruise for two? ~ Or just taking off for. anywhere on 
your very own moped? 
Winners will b~ chosen in a drawing to 
be held October 31, 1978. First~prize winner 
will recei~e a wish worth up to $5,000. 
Second-prize winner, a wish up to $1,500. 
And fivre (5) third-prize winners will each 
receive a '\Yish worth up to $500. 
Here's wishing you luck. 
Better than barefoot 
OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANKS AND CONTEST DETAILS AVAlLABLE AT THE 
SCHOLL EXERCISE SANDAl DISPLAY IN YOUR FAVORITE DRUG OR DISCOUNT STORE. 
OR WRITE: WISH COME TRUE,P:O. BOX3044, GRAND CENTRAL STATION, NEW YORK, NY. 10017 
© 1978.Scholl. Inc., Pat. Nos. 306345713088184 '. 
TIME 
TUESDAY 











Notify instructors of 
individual conflicts to 
arrange make-up exams. 
Report unresolved con-
flicts to the Registrar. 
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BRIDGEWA~ STATE COLLEGE 
Bridgeva.ter, Massa.chusetts 
FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE 
Spring Semester 
1917-1978 
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Check with instructors 
on changes to final 
examina.tion schedule. 
Re8.ding Day - May 15 
NO CLASSES 
10:20 'to 12:10 12:25 to 2:15 2:30 to 4:20 
CT-395 B-Aud AR-1IO-3 L-Lec 
ED-480-7 B-23 ED-310-2 B-25 
EN-235 1.-10 EN-252-2 L-IO 
EN-314 L-5 EN-356 L-210 
ES-194 Large Gym ES-463 S-306 
HE-301 L-11 GE-471 S-334 
HI-434 B-1 1M-460 L-l3 
MU-16o-1,4,6 U-Dem MA.-I02-l 8-206 
MU-160-2,3 L-Lec MA-102-2 8-207 
MU-160-5 T-1 MA-316 S-208 
PE-401 S-Lee PO-360 L-212 
PH-393 s-108 PY-224 Large Gym 
SE-428-l,2 B-Dem PY-312 L-213 
SE-428-3 B-35 SW-410 L-215 
8~328 L-212 
BI-212 8-224 CC-399 U-2 
BI-420 5-128 CH.-344 S .. 332 
CD-292 8mal1 Gym CH-462 8-334 
CH-132 8-Lec ED-312 B-33 
CT-391 B-Aud EE-370 B-24 
EN-232 except Large. EN-390 L-3 
sectd.on 2 Gym EN-495 L-10 
ES-490 5-313 HE-474 L-8 
HI-482 B-1 HI-318 B-34 
MA-491 S:-205 PE-240 L-4 
MU-255 T-l PH-I04 8-207 
PE-328 L-B. PH-38g S-112 
PO-277 L-4 PY-100 Gym 
FY-470 1-309 PY-370 L-Lee 
5W-314 L-212 
BI-395 8-224 Ali-313 L-213 
CD-399 L-12 CC-250 U-1 
EE-435 L-309 EN-329 L-5 
E5-374 S-202 H1-452-3 13-6 
GE-412 8-309 LF-382 L-302 
HE-478 1-10 MAo-;I.10 I.",\f,.(~e: (;-\"M 




LF-401 ;.,-8 PE-320-2.3 U-Den: 
L5-252 r~-6 PO-384 L.-23€ 
MA-401 :';-208 PY-252-1,2 L-Lec 
PH-316 8-112 PY-252-3,4 S-Lec 
PO-273 L-.;;> 1 5 PY-415 L-30; 




. AN-310 L-8 
cc-W6 U-l 81-294 5-224 
CT-:.?90 U-Dem EN-311 L-211 
CT-336 B-Aud EN-332 L-3 
EE-230 8-30 G8-362 5-309 
EE-436 B-25 HE-482 L-10 
GC-430 B-35 HI-417 B-6 
LG-I02.152 
LF_1Ol.102.151.15!! MA-I07,108 Large Gym 
PE-414-1 
LP-I02.152 PE-414-2 







AR-120-2 A-10 AN-328 
. BI-102 IAt-ge Gym AR-308 
BI-104 Large Gym 13I-:?8~ 
Bl-106 Large Gym CC-20n-3.5 
CT-3S0 1-Lec EO-210-2,~ 
EN-302 L-4 GE-120 
GE-418 S-303 HT-41'3 
ID-420 B-6 LT-310 
LG-192 L-307 MA-IOO 
U.I-410 L-:'>09 MU-150-1.2 
!PI':-31,0 L-8 MU-150-4 
1'L-200-1.2 U-Delll. MU-150-5 
PL-<:'OO-3 L-212 PE-?17 
SE-411 B-Dem PO-212-1 
SO-303 L-213 PY-350 
50-400-3 
AR-I10-2 A-9 AR-llQ-5 
tC-200-'S, 12 U~··~ BI-401 
CC-200-11 IJ-l CC-200-7 
EE-IOO L-238 CR-142 . 
EN-212 L-IO ED-210-5 
HI-30l 13-6 EN-361 
HI-441 13-24 HI-354 
LF-182 L-107 IM-4S8 
MA-Il1 s~;'o6 LI-370 
P~-lOO L-3 MA-220 
PII-~BO ::;-103 PE-415 
PO-'.l'{2-2 L-~09 RE-31S 
RE-l10 L-;:?ll 00-302-1 
SO-302-3 L-12 80-302-2 
SO-302-4 L-ll 
In the event .choal t. oft1e1ally 
cancelled during aIlye.xUl d~, 
those exams vill be rescheduled 


















































CONFLICT EXAMS B-Dl!)( 
AN-306 1-238 













6E-425 Small Gym 














PL-25 0 S-Lee 
PY-310 L-Lec 





























~(J ,;.n::;" i:.,. >"1'1 
CONFLICT EXAM B-DEM. 








LF-352 .. L-3 
MU-367 U-G4 
_ PE-327 L-8 
PH-30l 0<'05 
~O-319 L-212 
CONFLIe'! ~ B-DEM 
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SPORTS 
Tracksters boas't 6-4 record 
A new coach, an organizational meeting, 
sweat and strain, cold and pain, theories and 
trifles, a winning season and a new outlook on 
the future. This summarizes the 1975 Bears 
track season. From its beginning in early 
March to its conclusion last Saturday at 
SMU. 
The Bears started this season wth a new 
coach, Ed Lussier, and through his 
tremendous zeal for track and field, BSC' 
experienced its first winning season ever, 6-4. 
Many members of the team, dubbed "Eddie's 
Teddie's" early in the season, contributed to 
the success of the team and, in the process, 
broke and re-broke many team records. 
The 4x110 relay team of Art Riccio, Bob 
L'Homme, Pete Chetsas and Larry Benniger 
whittled away at the did record of 47.S 
seconds seven times to a new record of 45.S .. 
The mile relay team of Bob L'Homme, tri-
capt. Russ Carr, Larry Benninger and Rick 
Pierce destroyed the old mark of 3:45.5 to a 
fast time of 3:32.1. Tri-capt., Tom Woods 
broke his record in the hammer again to a 
new distance of 134'6", while tri-capt., Tom 
Hilse, obliterated the old shot put mark of 
42'4" to a new mark of 43'9". Benninger sped 
his way to set a new record of 10_1 in the 100 
yard dash and 11.0 in the 100 meter race. 
"Shoeless" Scott Brennan twice broke the 
3000 yard steeple chase record with a final 
time of 11 minutes 25 seconds. 
Unfortunately, the team will lose some fine 
performers due to their collegiate eligibility. 
Pete Chetsas (high jump, 440 intermediates, 
4x110 co-record holder), Jack Senger (high 
jump, 100 and 220 yard sprints), Jim Stirwalt 
(120 yard highs, long and triple jumps), Rick 
Pierce (SSO, mile, mile relay) and tri-capt. Tom 
Woods (8 time record holder of the hammer, 
two-time varsty captain) will surely be missed 
by the 1979 Bears team, making large holes 
that will be hard to fill by Coach Lussier. 
As for the remainder of the team, the future 
is. bright. FRESHMAN: L'Homme, John 
Ditullio, Brian Richardson, Dan Brandano, 
Denny Donovan, Kevin Richardson, Ed 
Murray, Gene Manning, Fred Babizuk, 
SOPHOMORES: Jim Tansey, Jim Sheehan, 
Tom Munro, Warren Harris and JUNIORS: 
John Pray, Russ Carr, Brian Finnigan, Tom 
Hilse. Jim Nosel, Paul Healey, Scott Brennan, 
Bill McKinnon will be coming back next year 
(o'r what may prove to be the biggest surprise 
in the Mass. State Conference next year. 
"Eddie's Teddie's" will totally terrorize all 
teams with tenacious fact. Only time will tell .. 
See you next spring. . 
At this time the team would like to extend 
their appreciation to the trainer Kim 
Lindgren, the cutest cub from the Bear's den. 
Thanx, Bird. You put up with us and we put 
up with you and the season turned out great. 
Feeley stars ~t EAIA W 
Eight members of the Women's Track Team 
trave1led to Slippery Rock State College in 
Pennsylvania for the third annual E.AJ.A.W. 
Track and Field Championships. With 55 
teams represented at the meet, ranging from 
such biggies as Penn State and Maryland to 
smaller teams like Bridgewater where there 
are no athletic scholarships, competition was 
fierce. Kathy Mills, of Penn State, was easily 
the meet's outstanding performer as she won 
the 1500,3000, and 5000 meter runs. Her time 
in the 5000 was the fastest time in the country 
this year. 
Patty Feeley starred for Bridgewater as she 
placed fourth in the long jump with a 16'10" 
jump. She also ran welI in the 200 meter dash 
with a time of 26.9. Marianne Corbett 
thundered to the finals of the 400 meter dash 
in a time of 60.0 and finished eighth to break 
her own school record. In the shot put, which 
unfortunately coincided . with the 400 dash, 
Marianne had a toss of 35' 7" to finish in ninth 
place. This toss was well below her best of 
3S~0" which would have placed second. 
Without a doubt, the strain of 4 qualifying 
races on Friday with a 400 meter dash final 
:mly 5 minutes before the shot put finals was 
too much. Judy Smith established a new 
school record while placing eighth in the high 
jump with a 5'2" performance. Coach Arnold 
felt that her high jumping was the best series 
he has seen. 
The relay team of Vicki Klenk, Carol 
Robert, Patty Feeley, and Marianne Corbett 
set school records in the SOO meter medley 
(1:53.4) and in thELl600 meter relay with an 
impressive time (4:09.0) The medley relay 
team placed 9th with Marianne Corbett 
posting an exceptional 59.2 for the 400 meter 
leg. The 1600 meter relay team got revenge 
on U.R.I. as they beat theIr time to flnish in Sth 
place. A ,series of poor baton exchanges 
slowed the 400 meter relay team of Patti 
Devereaux, Vicki Klenk, Carol Robert, and 
Marianne Corbett who finished with a time of 
53.4, a full second below their best this year. 
Mary Creedon doubled in the 3000 meter 
run (10:56.2) and5000 meter run (19:02) to set 
school records and place tenth and ninth 
. respectively. Mary excited the crowd in both 
. races· as she moved from near last place 
tosecond in each heat she ran. Becky Welch, 
last year a national qualifier, ran int difficulties 
in the javelin. 
Overall, the B.S.C. team made their 
presence known both in performance and in 
team spirit. The team members who travelled 
to regionals were highly visible and extremely 
competitive as they finished well in the team 
scoring. In the two years, when the 
E.A.I.A.W. switches to three divisions, look 
for B.S.c. to be on of the top division III 
schools. 
The team appreciates their valuable 
contributions to this year's successful season. 
Saturday will also be the last meet for Coach 
Smold who is returning to graduate school 
.next year. Mr. Arnold started the team three 
years ago as a club and saw the team gain 
varsity status this year. Coach Arnold 
commented, "It has been a thrill for me to 
watch our club become. a team. The fact that 
F.S.C. has a.ne of the strongest teams in New 
England is due to the great competitiveness 
and desire of the individuals that make up the 
team. One of the greatest pleasures I have 
. had, has been working with and becoming 
friends with each and every team member. I 
will miss them all." 
Lacrosse players become 
N .E. all-stars 
. The 1978 lacrosse season is slowly coming 
to an end. This years squad has not had a 
winning season. It has .been a rebuilding year 
and an overall enjoyable experience. With A 
squad having a record of 1 win and 6 losses 
the only victory came against Bosto~ 
University. Playing on astra-turf, the varsity 
squad put the ball in. the net and won be a 
score of 6-3. 
The weekend of May 6 and 7, brought the 
New England Women's College Lacrosse 
Association tournament to BSC. Fourteen 
teams entered with games beirYg played on 
three fields to determine a New England 
champion. Seeded fourteenth, Bridgewater 
was not expected to be a dangerous threat. 
During the tournament, BSC went against 
some of the same opponents they had met 
earlier in the season. These opponents found 
out that BSe had become a t()ugher team. 
The games were much closer overall but BSC 
pulled out one victoryjn four games. This win 
came against Bates College by a score of 9"6. 
After deciding a regional college champion, 
four teams were selected for New England 
College All-Stars. These All-Stars would 
continue on to a district tournament held at 
Smith·College, the weekend of May 13 and 14. 
Bridgewater State College is proud to have 
five representatives on these teams. They 
are: Mary Jane Muello-New Englari.d Team 1; 
Carol Bolduc, Paula Hutch, Linda Quintiliani-
New England College Team 3 and Debbie Hill 
-New England College Team 4. 
In order for this tournament to have run so 
efficiently, a special congratulations should go 
to Ann Coakley. Miss Coakley devoted much 
time and hard-work towards producing a 
successful tournament. Without her 
dedication to lacrosse, it would have never 
been the same. 
At the printing of this article, the lacrosse 
season will have been completed. The team 
has games scheduled against Springfield 
College and Boston -Lacrosse Association. 
Thanks to everyone who supported the team 
this past season for it was greatly appreciated. 
"QUICK STICKS" - Congratulations to the B 
Squad, who have a record of 4 wins and 1 loss. 
"Good job Little Red." 
college careers end 
Finishing their college lacrosse career at 
BSC are seniors: Carol Bolduc, B_arbara 
Ibbitson, Joanne Laughlin, Cheryl St. Onge; 
and co-captains Mary Jane Muello and Lind? 
Quintiliani. 
Special thank you to our trainers: Michele. 
and Bonnie for y6t:ir:-;hl:1.rd work and 
dedication. Aiso, thanks to manager Chery) 
Nelson for an excellent job as manager. 
Winner of the "Fan of the Season Award," 
for her outfit worn at the Northeastern game 
is Jana Moalli. (Also known as Lenore). 
And finally, I would like to thank my proof 
reader for having to read my articles many 
times before they were even printed in the 
paper! 
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Let me do my best 
"There really shouldn't be a 'Special 
Olympics~jU$tforthe retarded. There should 
be a 'Y()llthOlympics~.for all youngsters with 
competition divisions based on age, sex and 
ability. However, there is no program of this 
nature for all chiidren, and so, since our 
specific concern is for the retarded, we have 
made one for them." 
The above quotation was found in the 
Kennedy Olympic Guide Book. Special 
Olympics are sponsored by the Joseph P. 
Kennedy Foundation. 
On Sunday, April 9th, 1978, a special 
Olympics State Poly Hockey Tournament 
was hosted at Bridgewater State College in 
Bridgewater, Massachusetts. All sections of 
the state were represented by the twenty-
three teams that participated. 
Poly hockey is a game using a plastIC -held 
hockey stick and a light plastic puck. Three 
periods of eight minutes are played per game. 
The theme of the Olympics was "Win or 
Lose, Let Me Do My Best". As Thomas M. 
Vodola, director of the New Jersey Special 
Olympics said, "The focus of attention is on 
the process (student involvement) rather 
than the product (winning medals)." I saw one 
young man on the Attleboro Public Schools 
team run the length of the hockey court to 
hug his teammate, the goalie, every time their 
team scored a point. Scenes such as this 
illustrate and support the truth of Mr. 
Vodola's statement. 
In the Olympics, every child is a winner, 
and this was successfully represented on 
April 9th. Every member of the team plays a 
minimum of three minutes per game; no one 
is excluded, and each team member receives 
an official Special Olympics certificate with 
his/her name on it. Also, every team receives 
a trophy, including the runner-up teams. 
Dr. Joseph Huber of the Health and 
Physical Education Department at 
Bridgewater State College directed the 
Bridgewater tournament. He was assisted by 
Carol Arieta; Assistant Secretary to the State 
Director of Special Olympics, Jerry 
Ouellette; head of the Recreation 
Department at the Paul A. Dever School, and 
Fred Ciazzo who is also. a member of the 
Special Olympics Committee. The student 
directors were Barbara Alexander and 
Barbara Wriht. Two Bridgewater State 
College faculty members also donated their 
time and services for the Olympics: Ms. 
Shirley Krazinski and Ms. Candy Kendall. 
Also in attendance were a registered nurse 
and a physician_ . 
The games were held from 10:00 a.m. to 
3:00 p.m. Preliminary games were held from 
8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m., while teams from far 
quarters were still arriving and players were 
dressing and receiving a review of the rules. 
More than sixty student volunteers from 
Bridgewater State College were scheduled in 
four hour shifts. They served as coaches, life 
guards, locker room attendants, referees, 
timers. scorers and monitors. 
Org~nization is the key to any Special 
Olympics. I was favorably impressed with the 
detailed organization plans for the ninth at 
Bridgewater. The floors of the gymnasiun 
weretaped for the boundary lines the day 
before, and towels were tucked under the 
bleachers to prevent the 'disappearance' of 
pucks. Cartoons and an excellent film on 
Special Olympics were shown to the 
players who were not scheduled to be on 
the court at the time. Also, a soccer clinic 
was held for the players behind the 
gymnasium during their free time. 
These organized plans seemed a success to 
me but more than one volunteer rushed past 
me saying, "We are so far behind 
schedule! Everything is moving too slowly!" 
When one combines two ht::l.ndred mentally 
retarded people more than sixty student 
and professional volunteers and bleachers 
full of cheering teammates, families, 
students and boosters, in my opinion, being 
behind schedule is both understandable 
and excusable. 
The awards ceremony was an experience 
in itself. All the teams had changed from their 
uniforms and were excitedly waiting to hear 
their schools called to receive their;:e.wards. 
The representatives from each team 
accepted their award with decorum and 
dignity; a serious, firm handshake, "Thank 
you" and an about-face that was 
accompanied by a proud and beaming smile. 
Even as a spectator I was proud of each and 
every team. 
When the awards ceremony ended many of 
the spectators remained to say a few parting 
words to the. teams. Images of a jubilant 
reception awaiting the teams back at school, 
similar to David's triumphant and victorious 
return home after battle, came to mind. 
Eunice Kennedy Shriver of the Kennedy 
Olympics once said, "Special Olympics seem 
to do something for everyone it touches -not 
just the children, but also the parents, 
teachers, volunteers, the coaches, the 
officials - all of us. I know it will give you a 
will give you a lifetime of memories." 
It has. 
WINNERS 
ages 8-12, coed- division A, Attelboro 
Public Schools 
13-15 coed-division A Attleboro Public 
Schools 
16 and over (males)-divisionA, Attleboro 
Public Schools 
16 and over-division AA Belchertown 
Public Schools 





Lee Policow and the manager ~f the Dever team .. 
Wrentham State'School 
Help Wanted 
WILLING TO TRAIN STITCHl:~$ AND 
GENERAL WORKERS IN SHOE 
FACTORY. 
Full or part time apply 
B~idgewater Shoe Corporation 
42 Spring Street 
Bridgewater, Ma. 02324 
CALL MIKE GARAFALO 697-6989 or 947-1359 
AN-EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
more refreshing! 
All the hustle! 
none of the hassle! 
ChiChi tastes 'just like' a 'Pina Colada·.- Sunburst tastes just ike a Sunrise. 
Strawberry Senorita tastes just Orange Smash tastes just like a wallbanger. 
like a Strawberry Margarita. Konl Tal tastes just like a Mai TaL 
Senorita tastes just like a Margarita, . Calypso tastes just like a Daiquiri. 
It's a whole new way to have fun! Your favorite mixed cockt~ils- but 
made with California white wine tobe lighter, more refreshIng. G~t 
in on the fun. Try them all. 
. Ale. 14% by volume. A product 01 Trojan Wine Specialties, Los Angeles, California. 
PHOENIX SPRING BEVERAGE CO. 
135 ELLIOT STREn 
BROCKTON, MASS. 02401 
.,.,,( 
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Golfer's end season 
Front row-left to right 
Luis DeAndrade, Tom McNulty, Sean Reddington, Bob Leary, 
Scott McDonald, Coach-Tony Gonsalv~s. 
Back row-left to right 
Jim Billings, co-captain- Terry Riley, co-captain- Ed Falkenstrom, 
Ron Murphy, Bruce Thompson. 
The Golf Team presently holds a 5-2 record. The team placed tenth in the New 
Enland Tourney and in the Salem Invitational. 
Baseball team 
wraps-up season 
This year's'Bridgewater Baseball Team was 
young and not predicted to go anywhere in 
the Massachusetts State College 
Championship. The team sported only three 
seniors: Co-captains-Glenn Chatterton and 
Joe Higgins, and second baseman, Rick 
Nylan_ Few people outside of the team figured 
the Bears to be any threat to such powers as 
Westfield State. This was only the beginning, 
for they made a good comeback by winning 
the second game 7 -1 with a behind pitching by 
sophomore, John Kerley. 
BSC continued the rest of the season with 
as even pace of splitting the win of their· 
double headers. BSC will, most likely, finish 
second in the division. Depending on how 
Chatterton throws against Bryant, he may tie 
the record for Bridgwater pitching. 
T-ennis -teatn rebuilds 
The BSC Men's Tennis Team ended their 
season this past Saturday with a defeat at the 
hap.dl:) .ot~th~str()~~t~tat~sch()olir: .~e';V 
England; as serlri the rimKlngs. The powerful 
Salem State squad demolished the Bears 
except for fifth singles, as the Bears came out 
on top in that matchup. The season was a 
successful one, however, as the netmen lost 
their first three only to come back and win five 
straight before succumbing to Salem. The 
Bears finished 5-4 for .the spring season and 
n -5 overalL Although not as successful as 
last years campaign (17-0), the netmen hada 
respectable showing for the players they had 
to . work with. Captain Bob Harrington 
Glenn Guenard 
inherited the unfamiliar number and position 
and did a good job. Newcomer, Mike Patoda, 
in . his. ~n;~.~as()n . at BSe played a to\;lgh 
'rltlmber tWo position. Rich Sega\ surpriSed 
everyone by occupying number three the last 
half of the season. Glenn Guenard moved 
from five in the fall to four in the spring. Utility 
man, Joe McDermott, played every position 
from two singles to six singles. Joe would 
either lose in a tough match or overwhelm his 
opponent. Sophomore, Joe Scovera filled 
sixth singles spot and gained valuable. -
experience: Mark Dugan .also helped out in 
singles as well as in doubles. Eddie "fish eyes" 
Dalton gained experience in his first semester 
of tennis by playing third doubles. Paul Don 
helped out in doubles action as did Jeff 
Marvell and Kym Goddu. 
ADD POINTS: 
Bob Harrington can away with a winning 
record despite playing the best tennis player 
from each school. Mike Patoda had a losing 
record, but he was very much in every match. 
Rich Segal came away with an 8-1 record as 
he wore down his "victims"_ Rich's style of 
play upset many players which became 
known as the "Malcolm Effect". Unfortunatly, 
Joe Violette of Salem State was immune to 
the "effect". Glenn Guenard made his season 
as he was the only member of the squad to 
Bob Harrington 
win at Salem State. Joe Scovera showed 
much improvement and should playa major 
role in the. fall. Mark Dwyer started playing 
the lightning bolt style of tennis whkhearned 
him an impressive win at Eastern Nazarene. 
'Both Eddie Dalton and Paul. Dian looked 
promising as a doubles team and both should 
be seeing much action next year _ Jeff Marvell, 
a senior, should be commended for his 
practice dedication and cheerful attitude on 
the courts. Finally, Joe "Q-tip" McDermott 
should be applauded fot his fine effort against 
Curry College. Je had some intense points, 
but finally outlasted his female opponent 6-0, 





John Kerley, a sophcmore hurler out of 
Chicopee, Mass., has posted a 6-0 record so 
far this year along with an E.R.A. of 1.28. 
John's most recent effort, a (3-2) 2 hit victory 
o.;er Fitchburg State, has earned him player 
of the week honors (as voted by the coaches). 
John has been a mainstay for the Bears 
mound corps this year, and his 25 strikeouts 
can be attributed to· his hard fastball and 
quick slider. John is majoring in physical 
ed~cation here at B.S.C., 
